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End-to-End Congestion Control Schemes: Utility
Functions, Random Losses and ECN Marks
Srisankar Kunniyur and R. Srikant, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—We present a framework for designing end-to-end
congestion control schemes in a network where each user
may have a different utility function and may experience non-
congestion-related losses. We first show that there exists an
additive-increase-multiplicative-decrease scheme using only
end-to-end measurable losses such that a socially optimal
solution can be reached. We incorporate round-trip delay in this
model, and show that one can generalize observations regarding
TCP-type congestion avoidance to more general window flow
control schemes. We then consider explicit congestion notification
(ECN) as an alternate mechanism (instead of losses) for signaling
congestion and show that ECN marking levels can be designed to
nearly eliminate losses in the network by choosing the marking
level independently for each node in the network. While the
ECN marking level at each node may depend on the number of
flows through the node, the appropriate marking level can be
estimated using only aggregate flow measurements, i.e., per-flow
measurements are not required.
Index Terms—Explicit congestion notification (ECN) marking,
Internet congestion control, TCP, TCP over wireless.
I. INTRODUCTION
RECENTLY, there has been surge of interest in designingbest-effort service networks that can deliver low-loss low-
delay service by encouraging users to adapt to the network con-
gestion using minimal information from the network. The po-
tential advantages of such networks would be the ability to offer
even real-time services with little or no interaction from the
core network, i.e., without the need for a centralized admission
control, resource reservation, or complicated scheduling mech-
anisms. This work is partly motivated by the recent works of
Gibbens and Kelly [6], [7], who have demonstrated the possi-
bility of designing such networks using simple models. Some
of the issues that have to be addressed when designing these
networks include the following:
• defining appropriate notions of fairness;
• designing a pricing scheme to induce noncooperative
users to work toward an equilibrium that is fair;
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• designing a control mechanism for achieving this fair-
ness using end-to-end measurable quantities such as lost
packets;
• replacing losses with alternate indicators of congestion to
evolve toward networks where congestion-related losses
are negligible;
• providing ways to combat spurious congestion indicators
such as errors on wireless links.
In this paper, our goal is to provide a simple framework based on
deterministic fluid models that would provide insight into the ef-
fect of utility functions, random losses, and explicit congestion
notification on the design of end-to-end congestion controllers.
We start with the nonlinear programming formulation of
a flow allocation problem suggested in [12] from which a
penalty function formulation is derived in [11]. In [11], it has
been shown that a congestion controller can be designed such
that the equilibrium point of the congestion controller is stable
and converges to the unique solution of the penalty function
form of the nonlinear program. We incorporate random losses1
in the model and first show that by appropriately designing
the penalty function, the resulting congestion controller for
each user is a function of only its own loss rate and does not
depend on any other information from the network. We also
show that the penalty function can also be thought as a pricing
scheme which steers a set of noncooperative users to a socially
optimal solution as in the “smart-market” proposal [22]. Our
formulation is also closely related to the approach presented
in [21]. While [21] uses duality theory to solve the nonlinear
program formulation of the resource allocation problem, we
use a penalty function approach as in [11]. Also, [21] does not
deal with random losses in the network. As we will see later,
our primary motivation for doing this is that we want TCP to be
a special case of our formulation and thus, any controller in the
class that we study can be checked for TCP-friendliness [4].
Further, our explicit congestion notification (ECN) marking
scheme, described later, becomes a straightforward modifica-
tion to TCP where losses are simply replaced by marks in the
congestion avoidance algorithm. For yet another related but
different approach, see [8].
Our approach allows for different congestion controllers for
different users which are directly derived from their utility func-
tions. This allows one to model the heterogeneity in the needs
of different applications. It is now well established that various
notions of fairness can be defined in terms of appropriate utility
1We use the term random losses to indicate noncongestion-related losses such
as errors on wireless links. However, in our fluid models used throughout the
paper, we do not explicitly model the stochastic behavior of the loss process.
We simply reduce the number of packets by a certain fraction to account for
noncongestion-related losses.
1063-6692/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE
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functions [12], [23], [26]. While the well-known max-min fair-
ness [1] cannot be defined in terms of a single utility function,
it can still be defined in terms of a sequence of utility func-
tions [12]. Thus, another motivation for allowing different utility
functions for different users is to develop a model that would po-
tentially allow one to study interactions between different types
of congestion controllers derived by starting with different no-
tions of fairness.
We then study the effects of round-trip delay on different
window flow control schemes that could be derived by starting
with different utility functions. The effect of random losses and
round-trip delay on TCP performance have been quantified in
[5], [14], and [19]. Our results generalize these earlier works to
the case of multiple nodes and to window flow controllers de-
rived from other utility functions.
Finally, we study the use of early congestion notification,
prior to losses occurring, using ECN marks. We show that, in
the fluid model framework, there is a notion of a marking level
at each node and that marking levels for each node can be chosen
in a decentralized manner to achieve loss-free service globally.
The framework developed in this paper allows us to show that,
with ECN marking, the deleterious effects of noncongestion-re-
lated losses can be nearly eliminated.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
1) We present an analytical framework to study various con-
gestion control schemes in the presence of random losses
in terms of users optimizing some utility function.
2) We obtain window-flow control algorithms that approx-
imate the optimal solution of the fluid model. In this
framework, we consider a TCP-like source and derive its
utility function.
3) We study the notion of ECN marking and marking levels
that would lead to a low-loss operation throughout the
network and the impact of the number of users on the
possibility of marking leading to low-loss operation.
4) We present a decentralized adaptive marking algorithms
at each link that leads to socially optimal operation of the
network.
II. END-TO-END RATE-BASED CONGESTION CONTROL IN THE
PRESENCE OF RANDOM LOSSES
Consider a network with a set of links such that link
has capacity . The network is used by a set of users . Asso-
ciated with each user is a route which is also denoted by
, and which consists of a subset of . Now, consider a loss-sen-
sitive user which generates traffic at rate . Let be a vector
of rates of all the other users in the network. We think of a user
as having a transmitter and a receiver. The transmitted rate is
and let the received rate in the absence of noncongestion re-
lated losses be . The received rate could be less than the
transmitted rate due to congestion in the network. However, the
rate at which packets are received at the receiver for user is,
in general, not only a function of congestion, but is also a func-
tion of noncongestion-related losses such as hardware failures
in a wireline network, or more frequently, due to errors on wire-
less links on the route. Typically, these are modeled as a random
phenomena that are independent across users. In our determin-
istic fluid model, we simply let the received rate for user be
, where is the fraction of packets lost due
to noncongestion related reasons. These are typically referred to
as random losses. The received rate is some function of
and and we denote it by . The objective of user
is to maximize
(1)
where is a utility function and is some function of the
transmitted rates of all the users. For example, since our goal
is build a low-loss low-delay network, could be thought of
as a penalty on the loss rate . The parameters and
attempt to trade off between maximizing utility and mini-
mizing loss rate. The above problem is a game among the het-
erogeneous set of users where each user attempts to
maximize its own objective given by (1). Throughout this paper,
we will refer to this as the congestion control game. Ideally we
would like this game to have a unique equilibrium point and
for the set of users to converge to this equilibrium point from
any arbitrary initial condition. In this section, under the fol-
lowing assumptions implicitly used in [11], we show that there
is an end-to-end rate-based congestion control scheme which
achieves these goals with no feedback from the core network.
1) The loss rate for user on a link is given by
where is the total rate loss or the loss proba-
bility at link , when the total arrival rate into the link is
. If there is any loss at a link, then we simply assume
that the total loss is distributed among the users in
proportion to their flow rates. For example, this would
be a good approximation of FIFO queueing with small
buffers and packets that are small compared to the
capacity of the link, i.e., a fluid model for the traffic.
Thus, we do not require any complicated per-flow
scheduling mechanism at each node. We assume that
is an increasing function of .
2) The total loss rate due to congestion for user
is given by
(2)
We will refer to this to as the link independence as-
sumption for the loss. Thus, we assume that the same
flow is presented by a user to all links on its route. This
assumption is reasonable if the ’s are small. If ’s
are not small and marking is assumed at the links, then
it is possible to modify the utility function to account
for the exact expression for the end-to-end marking
probability (see [13]). Alternately, if the ’s are inter-
preted as prices generated by the links, then the total
price on a path is the sum of the prices on the links in
the path and then again, this assumption is reasonable.
However, our simulations indicate that this assumption
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is reasonable even when congestion indication is pro-
vided in the form of lost packets.
3) The penalty function is of the form
Recall that is simply the received rate of
user when the transmitted rate of user is and
is the vector of transmitted rates of all the other
users in the network. Later, we will argue that the
penalty-per-unit flow has the interpretation of price.
4) is a continuously differentiable, strictly concave,
increasing function in the interval and we as-
sume that is unbounded as . Assuming
is unbounded as ensures that
for all , i.e., all users have nonzero rates in the
optimal solution. Examples of such a function include
and . An open issue is to incorporate non-
concave utility functions such as those studied in [2].
Proposition 1: The game admits a unique Nash equilibrium
which is also the unique maximum of the following team
problem, i.e., one where all users jointly optimize a single
performance objective, as follows:
(3)
subject to , .
Proof: The objective function in (3) is a strictly concave
function, and thus, has a unique maximum. The first-order nec-
essary conditions for the maximum (which is also sufficient be-
cause of the strict concavity) are given by
Due to the link independence assumption for the loss [Assump-
tion 2)], this is the same as
(4)
which are nothing but the necessary and sufficient conditions
for the Nash equilibrium of the congestion-control game. Since
(4) has a unique solution due to the concavity of the objective
function of the team problem, the Nash equilibrium of the con-
gestion-control game is unique and is the same as the optimal
solution of the team problem.
Let the loss probability at link be given by the loss proba-
bility for a queue, where is the buffer size at the
link. We now know that
where . Let the arrival rate, capacity, and buffer size
be scaled by a factor as in a many-sources large-deviation
scaling. By letting , we get
Note that even though the buffer size goes to , the delay re-
mains constant as the capacity also goes to . Throughout this
paper, we will use
In a deterministic fluid model, this has the simple interpretation
of fraction of fluid lost when the arrival rate exceeds capacity.
Corollary 1: In the absence of random losses ( , ),
the game admits a unique Nash equilibrium which is also the
unique maximum of the following team problem, i.e., one where
all users jointly optimize a single performance objective
(5)
subject to , . Moreover, as , the Nash equilib-
rium of Proposition 1 converges to the unique optimal solution
of
(6)
subject to
(7)
(8)
From now on, for the purpose of simplicity, we consider only
two classes of utility functions, although the following results
can be easily extended to all functions satisfying Assumption 4)
stated earlier. Let be the set of users whose utility function
is , and let the utility function of user
be . If , then (6) defines the proportionally fair
solution [12] and if and , then (6) defines
the minimum potential delay fairness [23].
Proposition 2: Suppose that each user employs the
congestion-control algorithm
(9)
and each user employs the algorithm
(10)
where , are some constants. The above congestion-
control scheme converges to the unique solution of (3).
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Proof: It is easy to see that (9) and (10) can be rewritten
as
for each user , and each user uses the algorithm
Now, the convergence of the congestion-control scheme (9),
(10) follows along the lines of the proof of [11].
By letting , we recover the result in [11] when
there are no random losses in the system. The above proposition
shows that, for each of the utility functions, in the class defined
by Assumption 4), there exists a congestion-control scheme
which achieves the Nash equilibrium (or team-optimality)
using only information available at the transmitter and
the receiver . Mo and Walrand [26] have derived an
alternate end-to-end control scheme in the case where there
are no random losses in the system and the round-trip time
measurements are explicitly accounted in their model. As we
will see later, the window flow control approximation of our
scheme is more along the lines of TCP which uses packet loss
as the congestion indicator.
III. WINDOW FLOW CONTROL
Window flow control where the window size is modified upon
receipt of acks or nacks is a more convenient implementation
than a rate-based control scheme because it is inherently self-
clocking, i.e., there is no need to decide parameters like mea-
surement intervals, discretization time-steps, etc. To obtain a
window flow control mechanism to reach our stable Nash equi-
librium point, we start by discretizing (9), (10) to obtain
(11)
and
Now, let the round-trip delay for user be and let be
its window size at time . We make the following approximation
relating data transmission rate and window size [19]:
Let denote the numbers of acks received by user in
the time interval and let be the number of
nacks received by user in the same time interval. By acks, we
refer to both positive and negative acknowledgments here. Thus,
. Although we use the term nacks,
loss of packets could be conveyed through other mechanisms
such as duplicate acks or timeouts as in TCP. We further note
that
Thus, we have
Also, note that
Using these approximations, the congestion-control algorithms
become
(12)
(13)
Remark 1: The discrete-time representation for the window
flow control mechanism is simply used for convenience. It has
to be interpreted as follows.
• : For each received ack, the window size is in-
creased in proportion to ; for each lost packet, the
window size is decreased by a fixed amount.
• : The window size is increased again in proportion
to for each received ack; however, it is decreased
in proportion to a function of the current window size
upon receipt of each nack.
A. Relationship to TCP
We discuss the similarities between the above congestion
control algorithms and most current versions of TCP. In fact,
our results allow us to generalize many earlier observations
regarding the performance of TCP-like congestion-control
algorithms for the cases of a single link shared by multiple
users with different round-trip delays and a single link utilized
by a single user who suffers from random losses. To this end,
we first note the striking similarity between current versions of
TCP and the algorithm for users in the set when .
The significant difference is that the increase term is dependent
on .
Ignoring the rapid slow-start phase, most current versions of
TCP employ the following algorithm:
(14)
Thus, a TCP source would correspond to a user in our frame-
work whose parameters satisfy , ,
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and . A little care has to be used in interpreting the
discretization that resulted in (13). The discretization was done
assuming that we are considering very small intervals of units.
However, nacks in TCP-type window flow control may not be
frequent enough to assume that there would be several nacks in
an interval of size . Thus, it is more reasonable to suppose that
is not exactly equal to 0.5. In fact, we will later show that the
value of can be approximated by ln(2). Due to this reason, we
will simply use , instead of using 0.5 in approximating the dy-
namics of TCP-type congestion avoidance as a continuous-time
rate control. We also note that (14) is mainly intended to capture
the steady-state behavior of TCP. A more precise model would
account for feedback delay; we refer the interested reader to [16]
and [25].
Remark 2: A network of users using TCP-type congestion
avoidance can be thought of as a team of users whose goal is to
optimize the following objective:
(15)
In [9], a different utility function has been suggested for
TCP-type congestion avoidance. The starting point for their
analysis is a stochastic model from which an ordinary dif-
ferential equation is derived. Events in TCP occur at packet
level (i.e., most of the events are triggered by the arrival of
an ack or a nack), while [9] also uses a discrete-time model.
Ref. [9] also assumes a rare-negative feedback regime, ignores
slow-start, and assumes sources have identical round-trip times.
Their results suggest that the utility function is of the form
. For large
thus, recovering our result. We note that these methods are
only approximations to TCP-type congestion controllers and
do not attempt to model TCP precisely. For example, slow
start, timeout, etc. are ignored. However, as we mention later,
captures the dependence of the throughput on the inverse
of the product of round-trip delay and probability of loss. An
alternate utility function for TCP has been proposed in [13].
However, when the loss rate is small, the two utility functions
approximately yield the same steady-state throughput.
In the above model, we made the approximation that window
size is reduced by a factor for each received nack. Alter-
nately, we could assume that the congestion controller halves
the window size for each received ack and this leads to
(16)
where the length of each time slot is some multiple of the
round-trip delay, is the number of acks received, and
is the number of packets lost or the number of nacks in
the th time slot. Using the approximation
we get the earlier model. Further, the decrease factor is given
by . Note that this value of is close to
proposed in [27].
The impact of random losses on the performance of TCP and
other transport protocols has been widely studied due to the
emergence of mobile computing applications [14], [15], [19],
[20], [24], [28]. Typically, analytical results relating random
losses and the delay-bandwidth product are available only for
the case of a single link accessed by a single user. Remark 2
generalizes this to the case of multiple users in a network. To
see this, let us specialize the result to the case of a single link
and a single user. In this case, the objective of the single user is
(17)
For large values of , it is easily seen that the optimal solution
is less than . Thus, we get
(18)
a fact observed even in the original TCP congestion avoidance
paper [10] and rediscovered later by many others. While Re-
mark 2 extends this to a network with multiple users, Proposi-
tion 2 presents the general result when a window flow control
scheme (12), (13) is used in a network of heterogeneous users.
It is also instructive to compare the solution of (17) with
to the solution (18) obtained with . The solution with
is given by
(19)
for large . Comparing (18) and (19), it is easy to see that
implies that
Thus, the performance of the window flow control scheme (14)
deteriorates when the random loss probability is much larger
than the inverse of the square of the delay-bandwidth product,
a fact observed in [19] and [24]. Thus, Remark 2 is a general-
ization of this fact observed earlier for a single-link single-user
case.
B. Round-Trip Delay
As in TCP, supposing one ignores round-trip delay in the con-
gestion control mechanism (12), (13), we obtain the following
window adaptation scheme:
(20)
(21)
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Letting , this can written as
(22)
and
(23)
Using the relation , we can rewrite this in terms of
rates as
(24)
and
(25)
Remark 3: The window flow control scheme (20), (21) ob-
tained by ignoring round-trip times can be thought as a team of
users attempting to converge to the unique solution of the fol-
lowing problem:
(26)
IV. PRICING AND TCP-FRIENDLINESS
Suppose is the price per mark charged by the network.
Then the cost incurred by user at node/link is , where
is the fraction of packets marked by node . Therefore, the
total cost incurred by user (by the link independence assump-
tion) is . However, the utility of rate to user is
. Therefore, since user cannot estimate the im-
pact of its own flow on the marking rate, it solves the following
optimization problem:
Differentiating with respect to , we get
Thus, the first-order necessary condition is the same as that
of the original game that we considered. A gradient ascent
procedure to find the maximum in the above optimization
problem again leads to the same additive-increase-multiplica-
tive-decrease algorithm as before.
Our results also provide a justification of the definition of
TCP-friendliness in [4] in the context of the nonlinear program
formulation of the congestion control problem. A flow is TCP-
friendly if its arrival rate does not exceed the arrival of a confor-
mant TCP connection in the same circumstances [4]. In partic-
ular, if the arrival rate of a flow exceeds , where
is some constant and is the packet drop probability, then
the flow is not TCP-friendly.
From (18), we see that the steady-state throughput of a TCP
flow is equal to , where is the round-trip
delay of the flow and is the packet loss probability ex-
perienced by the flow. From (26) using the same type of ar-
gument used in obtaining (18) for TCP-type congestion avoid-
ance schemes, it is easy to see that any congestion controller
whose throughput is proportional to can
be thought as a user with the following utility function:
.
Thus, we can associate utilities with any congestion control al-
gorithm and solve the optimization problem given in (3) to find
whether the flow is TCP-friendly or not. In general, we can gen-
eralize the notion of TCP friendliness to compare the through-
puts of any two arbitrary congestion controllers that fit the utility
function model. As a result, one can design congestion con-
trollers that are “friendly” to each other.
Now, consider a link of capacity units that is shared
by 100 flows, 50 of which are TCP users and the rest employ
an additive-increase-multiplicative-decrease congestion con-
troller whose throughput is proportional to . The
throughput seen by each user can be obtained by solving the
following optimization problem:
subject to
and , . Solving this problem yields ,
and , . Thus, in this example, we see that
the users with throughput proportional to get a
larger share of the bandwidth compared to TCP flows. On the
other hand if these non-TCP-friendly users were replaced by
users whose throughput is proportional to , then
the corresponding optimization problem would be one where
is replaced by . In this case, the solution yields
, and , . In this example,
users whose throughput is proportional to are
not TCP-competitive, i.e., their share of the bandwidth is smaller
than that obtained by TCP. In either case, the users using a larger
share of the bandwidth will receive more marks. If the price
charged is proportional to the marks received by a user, then
users using a larger fraction of the resources will pay more than
the rest of the users.
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V. ECN MARKS
Explicit congestion notification (ECN) has been recently pro-
posed to provide early indication to sources about imminent
congestion [3]. Current versions of TCP and the window flow
control algorithms that we have discussed so far rely on loss
as the congestion indicator. Clearly, this is not desirable if one
wishes to operate the network at very low levels of loss. On the
other hand, loss is a good indicator of congestion and one needs
other signals from the network if we have to make congestion
control decisions with very little or no loss. ECN marking is a
mechanism to provide such information about the network to
the users. We use the term ECN not to necessarily signify the
implementations discussed in [3] or related works, but rather a
simple marking scheme to serve as an early indicator of conges-
tion before loss actually occurs at a node.
A. Decentralized Design of Marking Levels
In [6] and [7], marking mechanisms have been suggested for
stochastic models of a single node accessed by many sources. To
recast our fluid model to incorporate ECN marking, we simply
have to interpret “lost” packets as “marked” packets. Since we
have a bufferless model, we assume that, at each link , a fraction
of the packets are marked when the arrival rate exceeds some
, where . The fraction of packets marked is given
where is arrival rate on link . First, we consider
the case with no random losses, and instead of interpreting
as the rate at which packets are received at the receiver , we
will now interpret as the rate at which “unmarked” packets
are received at the receiver. Thus, Proposition 1–2 can now be
interpreted in these terms, with replaced by . Similarly,
in the window flow control implementation, the window size
should be reduced upon receipt of either a nack or a mark. In
this framework, it is possible to offer a loss-free service if the
marking level is chosen appropriately for each link. In what
follows, we characterize the level at which marking should
take place so that the total arrival rate on each link is less than
the link capacity.
It is instructive to consider the case of a single link of ca-
pacity accessed by sources, where the utility function of
each user is and . The necessary
and sufficient condition for the solution of (3) is given by
for each . By symmetry it is clear for any , . There-
fore
Thus, if , then the solution to the optimiza-
tion problem (3) results in zero loss. Note that depends upon
the number of users in the system. Clearly, for a fixed , if the
number of users is very large, then there may not exist a marking
level that ensures loss-free operation. Thus, increasing the avail-
able capacity through provisioning or increasing are the only
options to ensure loss-free service. Therefore, as increases,
we need to increase to ensure loss-free service. It is interesting
that, even in a network with multiple nodes, such a decentral-
ized marking scheme, where the marking level on each link is
obtained by considering it in isolation as above, results in zero
loss. This is stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 3: For each , suppose that the marking level
is chosen to satisfy the following inequality:
(27)
where . (Recall that is the set of
users whose utility function is , and is the set of users
whose utility functions are of the form .) Then, the Nash
equilibrium of the congestion control game satisfies
Proof: We will prove the proposition by contradiction.
Suppose there exists an such that, at the Nash equilibrium
point
(28)
Consider a route such that . (If such an does not
exist, it is trivial to modify the proof.) From the necessary and
sufficient condition for the Nash equilibrium of the congestion
control game, we have
We have removed the superscript from the second equation
above since we have assumed in (28) that .
The last inequality follows from the fact that is an
increasing function of and we have assumed that on link ,
. Thus
(29)
Similarly, for such that ,
and thus
(30)
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From (29) and (30), the total flow on link satisfies
From (27), we have assumed that the marking level has been
chosen such that this total flow on link is less than or equal to
. This contradicts (28).
A consequence of Proposition 3 is that the loss-based rate and
window flow control algorithms described earlier can be used,
along with appropriate marking, to provide loss-free service by
simply substituting marks for negative acknowledgments.
B. Perturbations Due to Short Flows
In the previous section, we considered flows long enough to
react to marks/losses. However, there might be some unrespon-
sive flows or very short flows which might not react to marks.
In this case, we can model such short flows/unresponsive flows
as a bounded perturbation and study the existence of a decen-
tralized marking algorithm that will lead to a near loss-free op-
eration throughout the network. There are two ways to view this
system.
1) Consider a deterministic fluid model where is the
marking rate for a specific marking level and total ar-
rival rate at the link. In this case, the marking level has to
chosen to account for the time-varying disturbance caused
by the short flows.
2) We can also start with a stochastic discrete-time packet
model of the system and use the stochastic-approximation
approach [9] to infer that is the expected loss rate
with respect to the disturbance at link , as a function of
the marking level and total arrival rate. However, in this
case, the marking level is designed such that the expected
total arrival rate is less than the capacity of the link. This
will lead to a near loss-free operation as the variability in
the loss rate might lead to some losses in the system, but
this variability is relatively small.
We discuss both models in this section.
1) Fluid Model Approach: In this section, we will assume
a fluid model of the system and to be the loss rate for
a specific marking level and total arrival rate at the link. We
assume that the total arrival rate of the short flows are bounded,
i.e., if represents the total arrival rate due to short flows at
a link , we assume that for all .
We will show that in the case when all users have a log utility
function, we can find a marking level in a decentralized way at
each link such that there is no loss in the network. The case when
the users have a general utility function is a topic of future re-
search. We will first prove a lemma which upper bounds the total
rate of the perturbed system into a link by the total rate of a per-
turbance-free system. We will then use this lemma along with
Proposition 3 to show the existence of a decentralized marking
algorithm.
The congestion control scheme for user can now be written
as
(31)
where is the bounded perturbation at link and
is the total flow of the controlled sources into
the link. Assume that perturbation at each link is bounded by .
Lemma 1: For a given and for each user such that
, consider the differential equation
(32)
Denote
Then, for all , we have
Proof: We will prove the lemma by contradiction. Assume
that there exists a finite time such that
(33)
By continuity, this implies
(34)
Then
where the first inequality is due to the fact that is non-
negative for all , and the second inequality is due to the fact
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that and is an increasing function in its second
argument, but this is a contradiction. Hence
From Proposition 3, we know that in the case of no distur-
bances, we can obtain the marking level on each link by consid-
ering it in isolation and such a marking level would also lead to
a loss-free operation for the entire network. We will show that
we can choose the marking level in a decentralized fashion even
in the presence of disturbances that will lead to a loss-free op-
eration.
Proposition 4: For each , suppose that the marking level
is chosen to satisfy the following inequality:
(35)
Then, the solution of the congestion control game (31) satisfies
Proof: We will prove the proposition by contradiction.
Suppose there exists a link such that, at the solution
(36)
For each user such that , consider the differential equation
(37)
From Proposition 3, we know that
We also know that
which is a contradiction.
Therefore, Proposition 4 shows that in the case of a propor-
tionally fair network (i.e., one in which all the users have a
utility function), a loss-free service can be guaranteed
by choosing the marking level at each link according to (35).
As mentioned earlier, the case where all users have a general
utility function is a topic of future research.
2) Stochastic Approximation Model: In this case, we can in-
terpret the congestion control scheme as a stochastic approxima-
tion of a stochastic discrete-time model of the system. With this
model, we can now apply the method of ordinary differential
equation (ODE) [9] to obtain the congestion control scheme
(38)
where is defined to be
Loss rate at link when the marking level is
and the total arrival rate is
denotes that the expectation is taken with respect to the per-
turbation term . In this case, we can rewrite Proposition 3 to
show that there exists a decentralized marking algorithm that
ensures low-loss operation.
Proposition 5: For each , suppose that the marking level
is chosen to satisfy the following inequality:
(39)
then the solution of the congestion-control game given by (38)
satisfies
Proof: Similar to the proof in Proposition 3.
Proposition 5 states that the expected value of the total flow
(including the perturbations ) into a link is less than some
desired level if the marking level is chosen according to (39).
However, the arrival rate will have a small variance that is typi-
cally proportional to the increase and decrease parameters of the
system [18]. In a real network, to account for this and for the un-
modeled dynamics of window flow control, one has to operate
the network at slightly less than full utilization if we desire very
low-loss operation.
C. ECN Marks and Random Losses
In addition to nearly eliminating congestion-related losses,
ECN marks can also be used to distinguish between conges-
tion-related losses and random losses. Thus, it could help elim-
inate the deleterious effect of random losses on end-to-end rate
and congestion control schemes. If there are no losses due to
congestion, or at least if the congestion-related losses are a small
fraction of random losses, then with negligible error all losses
can be attributed to random losses. In other words, use only
marks to reduce the rate of transmission and assume that all
lost packets are due to noncongestion-related phenomena. This
would be reasonable if the marking level is chosen to nearly
eliminate congestion-related losses. Of course, some marked
packets could also be lost to random losses. Thus, interpreting
as the rate at which unmarked packets are received by user ,
the congestion control scheme can be written as
(40)
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and
(41)
This leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 6: Consider the congestion control scheme
given in (40), (41) and suppose that, for each link , has
been chosen such that there are no losses. Then the users’ rates
converge to the unique solution of
(42)
subject to , .
When are small, we see from (42) that the effect of
random losses are negligible despite the fact we may be losing
some congestion indication signals by ignoring lost marks. In
contrast, from Proposition 2, when losses are the indicators of
congestion, even small values of have a significant im-
pact on the performance of the congestion controllers when is
large.
Remark 4: A window flow control implementation of (40),
(41) obtained by ignoring the round-trip delays can be inter-
preted as a discrete-time version of the rate control algorithm
that converges to the solution of
(43)
D. Adaptive Algorithm for Setting the Marking Level
According to Proposition 3, computing at each node re-
quires the node to know the number of flows passing through it
and the utility function of each user, or alternately the conges-
tion control scheme used by each user. This is not practically
feasible. From Proposition 3, it is clear that one can maintain
the same independent of the number of users, provided
is scaled appropriately with . Since may be interpreted as
price-per-mark, the price has to be modified according to the
number of users in the network. This essentially amounts to
time-of-day pricing. During peak hours, a larger price is charged
than during off-peak hours. This requires a rough estimate of the
number of users and their utility characteristics as a function of
the time of day. Any uncertainty in this can be handled using an
adaptive algorithm to estimate the appropriate marking level.
We propose the following adaptive algorithm for setting the
marking level at link :
where is the total flow through link and is a step-size
parameter which can be adjusted to regulate how fast is
changed. The basic idea behind the above algorithm is to attempt
to regulate the total flow to : thus, is increased when
is less than and it is decreased when is larger than .
We note that the above algorithm can be used with or without
time-of-day pricing or even without interpreting as a price
parameter, but simply treating it as a congestion control param-
eter. Simulations indicate that a discretized version of this up-
date equation converges for sufficiently small values of under
very general conditions. The only assumption required is that a
positive given by Proposition 3 exists. Clearly, for a fixed ,
if the number of users is very large, then there may not exist a
marking level that ensures loss-free operation. Thus, increasing
the available capacity through provisioning or increasing are
the only options to ensure loss-free service. A variation of this
algorithm is shown to be semi-globally exponentially stable in
[17].
VI. SIMULATIONS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we perform four different experiments using
the software package ns-2. In the first experiment, we simulate
various window flow control schemes. This is a detailed simu-
lation taking into account finite packet sizes, round-trip delay,
and window-flow control, and is designed to study the accuracy
of the fluid model predictions for different utility functions with
packet-level implementations of the congestion controller. In the
second experiment, we consider ECN marks and random losses
in the model. We then study the adaptive algorithm for setting
the marking level such that the resulting steady-state throughput
is less than the node’s capacity, thus ensuring loss-free opera-
tion. Finally, we study the performance of the algorithms in the
presence of short flows.
A. Experiment 1: Packet Model Simulations With Different
Congestion Controllers
We use a packet model with round-trip delays to simulate the
window flow control. The simulations were done using ns-2.
Due to space limitations, we present only one among a set of
simulations that we have conducted to validate our results.
Consider the network shown in Fig. 1. The network consists
of nine nodes. Nodes and are connected by a 2-Mb/s link
with a one-way propagation delay of 10 ms. (This roughly cor-
responds to a distance of 2000 km.) The reverse path, however,
has a bandwidth of 1000 Mb/s, also with a delay of 10 ms. The
reverse path has a higher bandwidth to prevent acks from getting
lost. Nodes and are connected by a 1-Mb/s link which has
a delay of 10 ms. In this case also, the reverse link has a band-
width of 1000 Mb/s and a delay of 10 ms. Nodes , , and
can be thought of as the core network with the rest being ac-
cess nodes. All other nodes are connected by links of 1000 Mb/s
and have delays of 0.005 ms in both the directions. Thus, end
nodes that are two hops away in the core network are separated
by roughly 4000 km. The idea is to make the links between
and and between and the bottleneck links. All other
links are access links and, hence, have a much higher bandwidth
and much lower delay than the bottleneck links.
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Fig. 1. Network used for packet simulations in ns-2.
User 0 traverses the links connecting nodes and and
passes through both the bottleneck nodes. User 1 is between
nodes and and user 2 is between nodes and . There-
fore, users 1 and 2 pass through only one bottleneck node. The
queue size at each node is limited to 100 packets. The packet
sizes are taken to be 32 bytes long while the acks are 16 bytes
long, though the packet sizes and acks can be taken to be arbi-
trary as long as we scale the bandwidth appropriately. All the
flows are assumed to experience no random losses. We also let
and . We use the utility function
for user 0, for user 1, and for user 2.
It is known that using a simple FIFO queue with drop-tail
mechanism results in synchronization-related problems that re-
sult in poor performance of window flow control mechanisms.
Therefore, random scheduling mechanisms like RED [5] have
been developed to combat this problem. Since, in our simula-
tions we are trying to approximate the fluid model in which
losses are proportionally distributed among all users, any mech-
anism which randomizes the drop (like RED) at the queue will
work. However, for our simulation purposes drop-front FIFO
queuing works well and in all our simulations we assume that
all queues employ a drop-front scheduling mechanism.
We now implement the window flow control scheme given
by (12) and (13) with increments and decrements measured
in units of packets. From our network model, user 0 has a
round-trip delay of approximately 0.04 s, while users 1 and
2 have a round-trip delay of 0.02 s, ignoring the buffering at
each node. For round-trip delays in the window flow control
scheme, we use the values 2 for user 0 and 1 for users 1 and 2.
Thus, we are normalizing time such that 1 unit is 0.02 s. The
throughputs of the users should thus be measured in packets
per 0.02 seconds. Also, since the rates are measured in packets
per (0.02) second, the bandwidth of the link between nodes
and becomes 156.25 packets per (0.02) second and
the bandwidth of the link between nodes and becomes
78.125 packets per (0.02) second.
The steady-state rates of this system should be equal to the op-
timum rates that solve the optimization problem given in Propo-
sition 5. The rates obtained by solving the nonlinear program are
whereas the average rates obtained in the simulation are
It can be seen that the rates obtained by solving the optimization
problem and the rates obtained in the simulation match each
Fig. 2. Window size evolution for all users.
other closely. The window sizes of the three flows are shown in
Fig. 2. While the window size fluctuates, the average behavior
of the windows is close to the predicted values after a very short
initial transient period.
B. Experiment 2: ECN Marks and Random Losses
In this experiment, we will use a packet-level implementation
to simulate the effects of random loss on the performance of the
users using the utility function. We will then provide re-
sults which show that with ECN marking and the users reacting
only to marks, the performance improves dramatically as com-
pared to the case of using losses for congestion control.
Consider a single node with three users having the same
utility function, . The bandwidth at the node is 1 Mb/s
and the queue size at the node is assumed to be 40 packets.
The round trip delay of each user is assumed to be 40 ms. This
would roughly correspond to the source and destination being
4000 km apart. We assume a random loss probability of 0.05
for each of the users.
In the first scenario, packet losses are indicators of conges-
tion and the users react to packet loss. In the second scenario,
the users use ECN marks as indicators of congestion in the net-
work and attribute all packet losses to random losses. Therefore,
the system decreases its window on receiving marks, but does
not do so with packet losses. The marking level is chosen to
be 0.99 . A marking level of corresponds to using a vir-
tual queue whose capacity is and marking packets in the real
queue when the virtual queue exceeds its buffer capacity. While
the idea of a virtual queue is used in [6], our implementation
does not continue to mark till the virtual queue is empty. Fig. 3
shows the throughput of each user for a duration of 200 s for
each of the above two scenarios.
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Fig. 3. Throughput for all users with and without ECN marking.
From Fig. 3, we can see that the throughput of an user using
ECN marks is much better (about five times) than a user without
ECN marks. This improvement in performance is due to the user
attributing all losses to random losses in the network. Since the
marking level makes sure that there are very few congestion
related losses, most of the packet losses seen by the user are
indeed due to random losses.
C. Experiment 3: Adaptive Estimation of Marking Level
With 300 Sources
In the previous experiment, we saw that with a suitable , we
can have improved performance even when there are random
losses in the system. However, the expression for depends
upon , the number of users using link , which is not available
to the node. In Section V-D, we gave an update equation for
determining the value of at the node. In this section, we will
provide some simulation results which indicate that it is possible
to estimate , without the knowledge of the number of flows
through the node. We perform a packet-level simulation using
ns for this purpose. From the update equation, we see that is
updated as a function of the difference between and the total
arrival rate . In a packet-level simulation, we calculate the total
arrival rate at the node every packets that come into the node.
Note that unlike the discretized version of the update equation,
this does not depend on any measurement interval. Therefore,
is updated every packets received at the node.
We consider the network shown in Fig. 1, but with 300 users,
in three different classes. Class 1 consists of users that traverse
both Links 1 and 2, while Class 2 users use only Link 1 and
Class 3 users use only Link 2. Each class has 100 users. Within
each class, 50 users have a utility function, and the re-
maining 50 users have a utility function. Link 1 has a
Fig. 4. Adaptive marking level ~C (in packets per second) for link 1 in
experiment 3.
Fig. 5. Adaptive marking level ~C (in packets per second) for link 2 in
experiment 3.
capacity of 2 Mb/s and a delay of 10 ms. Link 2 similarly has a
capacity of 1 Mb/s and a delay of 10 ms. Thus, users in Class 1
have a round-trip delay of 40 ms, while users in Class 2 and
Class 3 have a round-trip delay of 20 ms ignoring the queueing
delays and we let and . Figs. 4 and 5 show
the evolution of and with time.
From Figs. 4 and 5, we can see that and converge
to their steady-state values quickly. More importantly, we also
observed in the simulation that none of the users experience
any packet drops after a short initial transient period. This can
further be controlled by varying the utilization factor . Fig. 6
shows the window size of a typical user from a user class with
time.
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Fig. 6. Window sizes as a function of time for a typical user from each user
class in experiment 3.
Fig. 7. Network along with the capacity vector and the routing matrix used in
experiment 4.
Fig. 8. Adaptive marking level (in packets-per-second) for each link of the
network in experiment 4.
D. Experiment 4: Adaptive Estimation of Marking Level
With Short Flows
In the previous experiment, we considered a scenario in
which the flows are assumed to be present for the entire du-
ration of the simulation. In this experiment, we will introduce
some short flows along each route in addition to the long flows
that will be present for the entire duration of the simulation.
Packet sizes here are assumed to 1000 bytes.
Consider the network shown in Fig. 7. The routing or the
incidence matrix and the capacity vector is also shown in the
figure. Each link is also assumed to have a one-way propagation
delay of 20 ms. Short flows are generated in a Poisson manner
with an arrival rate (of the flows, not the packet arrival) of one
flow per second per route. The flow lengths are chosen to be
Pareto distributed with a mean of ten packets and truncated to
20 packets. Fig. 8 shows the evolution of the marking level at
each link in the network for a duration of 250 s.
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